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Januaiy Meeting Info
The next meeting is
January 6, 2004
AT THE HARPETH HILLS
CHURCH OF CHRIST
The January meeting will not
include a demonstration. This
month's meetin will be dedicated to conducting a detailed
discussion on the club's direction. You are urged to attend
so your input and ideas will be
be heard by all members. So
please plan to attend, so your
voice can be heard!

A Message Firom
the President:
Deryl Duer
This month
our meeting
will be
focused on
the business
aspects of our
woodtuming
club. I hope
that everyone
2003 TAW President
will attend
Deryl Duer
this meeting,
and share their ideas and thoughts
with the club concerning several
important topics. The primary
topic to be discussed is the consideration of incorporating our nonprofit club in order to create a 501
c 3 non-profit club. There are both
advantages and disadvantages to
creating a 501 c 3 entit]/. I hope
that everyone will attend this

meetings.
The club is in need of volunteers
for the 2004 Symposium to help
with everything from video taping
to welcoming our attendees.
Please contact a member of the
board to volunteer. There will be a
reward for your contribution!

meeting, and share their thoughts

with the rest of the club.
Starting in Febmary, I v/ill hold a
Saturday turning event at my shop
in Leipers Fork. The event will be
held on the second Saturday in
February. The event will begin at
9:00 AM, and will continue until
4:00 PM. Everyone is invited to
come and to bring both questions
and solutions to share with others.
A map to my shop will be available at the January and February

The largest living creature on
Earth, the General Sherman
Sequoia, may also be the oldest
being at approx. 3500 years.
Remarkable!

Lucky 1 did because I found out that
Mjj Day as an Artiste
A Musing by Arch (as posted on andmy vase had to be emotional. I
rppedfrom rec.crafts.woodturmng couldn't decide between fear or rage...
newsgroup)
two I emote often, especially in traffic.
M y soul was stirred by all the art talk
lately and since I had already eaten
lunch, I decided to become an artist this
afternoon about 1:30.1 don't look for
woric around the house needing to be
done, so why not Ifiguredit would
take an hour or so, and then I would
have my work in the MOMA or the
High or the White House instead of the
C)uthouse....to my practiced eye it
looked easy enough. Just wind some
wire around a vase, bore some holes in
the sides and cut the bottom at an angle
so it tilts but not enough to fall over. I
hit that sucker with a cross peen hammer, raked a pie crust cutter over the
neck and added the coo-dee-grass to
the hodty with some left over roofing
tar. Altogether, a nice piece of
fine ait Like the lady at the craft show
said, "honey you can make one
of these in your spare time? It's silly to
pay this man for a simple bowl" I
just knew I could make some art
myself.
Well, Ifiguredmy art was sirpposed to
send a message, so I decided to
use my world view on the meaning of
life, since the theory of relativity
had already been taken and I wasn't
really up to snuflf on the
NCAA bowl championships. Some
say that real artists are good craftsmen
so I finished the bottom real nice with
sand pspsr and red rouge...up
town, iff do say so. I still had some
time left before my 3 o'clock
nap, so I decided to see if there was
anything else to leam about art
The Tennessee Turner

I finally settled on confusion and tears.,
favorites that I always exjjress with
authority while standing £it my lathe.
I didn't forget about aroma-art so I
sprayed the vessel's interior with foot
powder. I think thafs a subtle nuance...
and not overly emotional.
I am a reasonably humble person and I
never seek accolades, so, of course, I
asked my wife to critique masterpiece
#1 and maybe suggest a starting price,
(which we artists call a bid) I certainly
wasn't prqjared for her response. I
would have thought a college graduate
would know all aboutfineart. She
doesn't, and if she had alre-ady cooked
my supper, I would haveriskedshowing my surprise. I thought it bret to
keq) my superior knowledge to myself,
since I like to eat. I had heard about
unknown starving artists, but I decided
to skip that stuff and
moverightinto the success phase.
Can you believe it? She actually
thought that the forlorn fenestrations
were holes, the surface distresses were
catches and the angry wall s were
due to poor tooling. I was a little taken
aback when she asked if I had
forgotten to sharpen my gouge or had
misplaced my glasses. Sht; thought I
had caught a piece of wire on my objay
dee art while trying to bum in a groove.
What really gave away hei: ignorance
of art (we artists term it 'cognitive deprivation') was when I asked if she felt
any emotion on viewing my vessel. I
suppose _DISGUST_ is an emotion,
but I had hoped to call forth a mote
2

lofty aesthetical perseceptivicatiQn.
(that's artist talk).
I explained that my objay must have a
name and asked for her
suggestions. I wish I hadn't This being
a family ng, I won't repeat
them Oh well, I guess since I'm on the
leading (honed?) edge of wood
art I just have to expect to suffer a few
cuts. Except for the honor
involved I'd give up art and take up the
crafting of nice bowls.
Chow,fixrmanother artiste newvough,
(more art talk) Arch
Fortiter,
Redneck computer terms
Lo^l On: Makin' the wood stove
Log Off: Don't add no wood.
Monitor: Keepin' an eye on the
wood stove.
Download: Gettin' the firewood
off the pickup.
Mega Hertz: When yer not careful down loadin'.
Flpppy Disk: Wjiatcha git from
pihn'^too much firewood.
Ram: The hydrolic thingy that
splits the firewood.
Mydem: What 'cha did to the hay
Dot Matrix: Farmer Matrix's
wife.
Lap Top: Where little kids feel
comfy.
Keyboard: Where ya hang your
keys.
Software: Them plastic eatin'
utensils.
Mouse: Whats eats the horses
gram.
Main Frame: Hold up the bam
roof.
Port: Fancy wine.
Enter: C'mon in.
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December Instant Gallery
Most of the photos by Ray Sandusky

Doug Snyder took his toes out of the sand long
enought to turn and airbrush this sea shell inspired
vessel - very nicely conceived and executed

Brevard Haynes used a new technique of using a router to cut the
flutes in this beautiful Wanut bowl.

Barry Turner showed off a
very well made hollow form his first attempt! Good one!
Ernest Sherrill carved a very
large hunk of Hackberiy he got
from another club member into
this double basined display
bowl.
Ray Sandusky shows a Cherry
piece he and Joe Williamson made
during an instruction session at
his shop. He gave the peice to Joe
and discussed the reasons for the
distortion that is happening in the
main part of the vessel.

James Wlieaton shows four
candlesticks he made as
duplicates from Ash,
The Tennessee Turner

Joseph Voda turned a very nice
bowl - not bad for a beginner!
January 2004

DecemberDemonstration
Report - DanCranorll

Dan used the skew, the spindle
gouge and the parting tool to produce the leg and rung. While
showing each of the tool's cutting

Wo?-ds & Photos by Ray Sandusky

Dan Cranor took us another step
along the path toward woodtuming
enlightenment in part two of his
Ladder Rung Stool project demonstration. The one very key idea
that should have been grasped by
all is that Dan's has a deliberate
and planned approach to every
movement he makes. The focus is

not on the final product, but on the
process. In fact, Dan likened the
entire process of making a project
to the natural digestive processes
that we all experience in our eating habits. The steps we take as
tumers are like biting, chewing
and swallowing food. In this case
the food is the making process.

The steps we take, like mounting
the work piece, sharpening the
tools, moving our bodies with the
tools and the chips we cut away
from the final product are supposed to be enjoyed, like a fine
wine or thick hunk of steak! We
are woodtamers, because we are
The Tennessee Turner

supposedly enchanted by the
process of tuming! Focusing on
the process instead of the product
is the key to our enjoyment of the
whole experience - that is what
sets us apart from other woodworking diciplines! Come on Who enjoys glueing up boards!?
How many of us give away our
products? Is that not like flushing

away the product of the digestive
process? We seldom keep our
tumings for very long. What we
do keep is our fond memories of
the making process. Tliese steps
we make in the himing shop are to
be savored and cherished, not
rushed or skipped.

In this way, Dan deliberately took
us through the process of making a
leg and mng for the stool he made
from the tumed pieces.
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methodology, Dan described the
size and shape of the chip he was
seeking to make - the chip is an
indicator of the tool's results. I f
you cut a large chip that is erratic,
then your cut results in an inconsistent surface. However, if your
chip is controlled and smoothly
obtained, then your surface from
the tool will be more cosi stent and
the surface will be more smooth.

If you took one thing away from
Dan's two part series of demonstrations it should have been his
focus on the woodtuming process.
The steps we take, the things we
do that are unique to tuming and
the enjoyment of the little things
like - honing an edge or taking
the final shear cut with our skew
chisel or even the aroma of the
wood as it flies over our shoulder.
These are the things that make
tuming so enjoyable and draw us
back into the shop time and again!
So enjoy yourself, do not msh, and
savor every step you take.
January 2004

The 2004 TAW Symposium

Clay Foster-

By Deryl Duer
The 2004 TAW Symposium wiU
be held in Nashville, TN on
August 14th-15th at the Watkins
School of Art and Design. The
schools campus is located in
Metro Center in North
Nashville.

Watkins College of Art and
Deslgn-

"To honor the spirit of things
that work and things that last,
whether it be
an Anasazi stone tov/er, a wood
bowl from Nigeria, a South
African snuff
bottle, or a Mayan temple, is to
honor life. Things that endure,
things that
last; these are the things that
give us comfort and courage."

a biology department at The
Ohio State University, and my
woodtuming obsession competes madly with my love of
doing science"

2004 TAW Club Demonstrators
Brenda Stein
Gary Martin

Anotloneer for 2004
Willard Baxter

The College is nationally
accredited, offering Bachelor of
Fine Ai'ts degrees in Film,
Interior Design, Graphic
Design, Fine Arts, and
Photography. The award-winning Watkins Young Artists
Program offers h i ^ quality
hands-on art classes to over
1,000 children each year
through on-site and outreach
programs.
With 13 acres of land and plenty of space to grow, Watkins is
ready to face the future while at
the same time adhering to the
legacy of Samuel Watkins.
Watkins College of Art & Design
continues to shape and positively influence the cultural horizon
and economy of our community
through art, design, and film.
The campus is located at 2298
MetroCenter Blvd., Nashville,
TN 87228

2004 TAW National
Demonstrators
When asked to make a statement about woodtuming, our
national demonstrators shared
these thou^ts with us:
The Tennessee Turner

John JordanPaitlctoatlii^ Suppliers
"The pieces I make aj^e simple
but finely detailed vessels.
Manipulating the color and patterns in the wood to complement the form, and the texturing and carving to cr6;ate visual
and tactile contrasts ;are important parts of the process and
the result. What I feel is most
important is the intangible
quality that the piece is "ri^t"
that comes with putting emotion and feeling into the work. A
simple object can be very powerful and emotional just for
what it is. These pieces are simply decorative vessels that
reflect my interest in surface
textures/contrasts and form
and the personal responses that
I have to them, which I suspect
are similar to the feelings that
makers of decorative objects
have felt for thousands of
years."

Andi Wolfe'Woodtuming should be called
the addictive art. Once begun, it
is nearly impossible to stop
thinking about the woodtuming.
I am an Associate Professor in
5

General Industrial
Nashville, TN
Woodcraft Supply
Franklin, TN
Choice Woods
Louisville, KY
Packard Woodworks
Tyron, NO
Lee Valley Tools
Ottawa, OA
Baxter's Belmont Shop
Atlanta, GA

LATHE FOR SALE
Nova 3000 with 1 horse DC
motor and John Jordan speed
controller. It has one bed
extension and the outboard bed
extension for turning up to 29".
A custom built heavy duty
wooden stand goes with it. I'll
even let you have the rock and
concrete that's in the stand.
New cost would be about 1800.
I'm asking $1200. Call John
Lucas at 931-525-6400 eve. or
931-372-3305 days.
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A Woodturners Gift
by Deryl Duer
Over the past three years, I have
met many people who have openly
shared their knowledge and skills
of woodtuming with me. Through
the exchange of ideas and knowledge with others who were interested in the craft and the form and
the art of woodtuming, I have
found a pastime that brings unlimited enjoyment and satisfaction
into my life.
This week, Alice Jensen, a member of our club, came to my workshop and spent a day with me. I
hope that Alice took home with
her at the end of the day, as much
as she left behind with me.

powered by the foot, the bow,
water wheels, and is now powered
by electricity. The first lathes that I
have discovered through reading,
were rudimentary lathes that are
thought to have originated in
Europe about 1000 BC, although
the first pictorial record comes
from Egypt somewhere around
300 BC.
The world in now experiencing a
renaissance of interest in this
ancient form of creation and selfexpression. The skills of the woodtumer now produce much more
than just spindles and bowls.
Today, tumers are expressing
themselves through the creation of
non-functional forms, decorative
objects and tumed sculpture.

She asked many questions and
enthusiastically pursued the experience of working with the lathe in Woodtuming is a multifaceted discipline. It offers the individual,
order to create Christmas presents
with
an inquiring mind, the opporfor her family. This experience for
tunity to become knowledgeable
me left me with a better understanding of the importance of shar- and enthusiastic about wood, tools,
ing my knowledge with others.
design and function. The basic
skills of woodtuming can be
Without knowing, Alice left me
quickly captured by the beginner,
perhaps one of the best Christmas
but the depth of its challenge can
presents that I will ever receive!
and will span the lifetime of the
pursuer. I have yet to meet the
Thank you Alice!
woodtumer who claimed to know
everything there is to kjiow about
woodtuming.

The Woodturner
by Deryl Duer
The woodtumer through out history has been many things. They
have been tradesman, artisan,
craftsman and artist, working side
by side with lumiture makers,
architects and designers, creating
objects that serve the needs of
mankind. The wood lathe has been
The Tennessee Turner

There are three terms that are
often used to define the finished
objects of our woodtuming:
Craft: - A craft piece exhibits
technical expertise, including the
command of form, line, color, texture, and finish. Viewers (and
users) of craft will appreciate it as
having intrinsic beauty.
6

Sculpture - A piece of sculpture
elicits some type of response from
the viewer because of its aesthetic
value and relationship with the
beholder. In sculpture, form is
most important.
Art - In art, the expression of idea
from the artist is paramount, with
the medium of secondary importance.
In John Jordan's Artist Statement,
he expresses his personal view of
art as:
"What I feel is most important is
the intangible quality that the
piece is "right" that comes with
putting emotion and feeling into
the work. A simple object can be
very powerful and emotional just
for what it is. These pieces are
simply decorative vessels that
reflect my interest in surface textures/contrasts and form and the
personal responses that I have to
them, which I suspect are similar
to the feelings that makers of decorative objects have felt for thousands of years."
John concludes by making this
statement:
" I am connected to the material of
wood as a potter is connected to
the clay-it's what I do and who I
am."
Regardless of whether we as
woodturners are hobbyists, tradesmen, or artists, we all share the
common bond of expressing ourselves through the tuming of
wood.
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The following is an Excerpt from tions are tax deductible. To begin,
an article written by John Hill,
your club can affiliate with an
President of the Carolina
existing non-profit that has some
Mountain Woodturners, that will of the same goals in its mission
be appearing in the Winter issue statement, as does your club (for
of the American Woodtuming
example, a college or vocational
Journal
school, an art council, etc.). You
can solicit donations that can be
made to the affiliate, to be held in
Building and growing an AAW
a special account, to be used for
chapter
things like paying professional
Four years ago, Carolina Mountain demonstrators, purchasing equipWoodturners (CMW) began with 8 ment etc. The affiliate organization
people in a garage. Today we have can legitimately spend this money
to provide the necessary educagrown to over 325 members and
tional experience. As soon as your
meet in one of the finest facilities
club
app ies for and receives its
in the world. Each month, we have
an all day demonstration featuring own 501 c 3 status, the affiliate
organization can donate the money
a world class demonstrator. The
remaining in the special account to
meetings are free for all to attend.
your club and you are off and mnIn this article, I will attempt to
ning.
share some of the things that we
did to make this happen so that
other AAW chapters may be able
Dues structure
to take some of these ideas and
help your chapter to grow. Visit
It is important to provide the vehiwww.carolinamountainwoodtumcle for your members who have
ers.org to leam more.
wealth and who believe in your
vision to be able to contribute at
Have a vision
higher levels than the general
membership. Carolina Mountain
Dale Camagie said, "if you act
Woodturners has general memberenthusiastic, you will be enthusias- ship at $25 with Family membertic". If you think of your club as 8 ship at $35. In addition we have
people in a garage, you will be 8
created 3 higher levels: Supporter
people in a garage. I f on the other
at $100, Sponsor at $500 and
hand you have a vision of your
Patron at $1,000. This year we
club becoming the best club in the have 25 people at $100, 5 at $500,
country, you have a much better
and two at $1,000. This allows the
chance of that becoming a reality. ones that want to give, to be able
If you believe that it can happen, it to do so. This gets back to the
has a good chance of happening.
importance of being a non-profit.
All that you need to do is think
If you just had a category for "Life
and lead. If your ideas are sound,
Member" you only get it once and
others will follow. There are sevthey don't have the opportunity to
eral things that can be done to take do it each year.
a club with a vision, and make the
vision come tme.
Meeting Place
The importance of being a non
profit
I believe that it is very important
to become a federally recognized
501 c 3 educational non-profit corporation as soon as possible. The
key to growth is being first class
in all that you do. That takes
money and money comes if donaThe Tennessee Turner

This may go back to the affiliate
organization but not necessarily. I f
you have a vision of 150 to 200
people at each meeting, you need
a facility that fits them comfortably. Carolina Mountain
Woodturners meets in the 270 seat
auditorium of the Folk Art Center
operated by the Southern Highland
Craft Guild on the Blue Ridge
Parkway in Asheville, NC.
7

Colleges, vocational schools, high
schools, churches, public auditoriums or others are examples of
fiaces that you can meet. If the
lost organization has as its mission, the education of art and craft,
they will be glad i f your club will
help them fulfill that mission by
utilizing their facility. All that you
have to do is ask (it improves your
chances tremendously).
Ways to attract new members
I first became interested in woodtuming by watching a demonstrator at a craft fair. I was hooked.
Have your club demonstrate in
public in malls, at craft fairs, festivals, tool shows, anywhere that
you can. Always have brochures
about your club available to hand
out to the interested public. Each
month CMW creates a public service announcement about our
upcoming demonstration and faxes
it out two weeks in advance to
every newspaper within 2 hours of
Asheville. Some are big papers
and some are small weekly papers.
There are people out there that
will come if they see that a free
woodtuming demonstration is
being held. As our population
ages, more retirees are looking for
a hobby in woodworking. All you
have to do is invite them. As your
membership grows, your members
will bring neighbors, friends, then
they join and they bring others.
There is a huge demand out there
for a top-notch craft club.
Equipment
Get the best equipment so that you
can attract the best demonstrators.
Have special fund raisers, ask for
grants, ask suppliers to help by
selling a piece of equipment or
tools to your club at its cost (they
will be getting tremendous advertising exposure), ask members for
donations to purchase good equipment. Storage of equipment can
be a problem. CMW purchased a
16' enclosed utility trailer for storage and transport of its smaller
equipment and tools. We Store
January 2004

our lathe and 2 giant screen monitors at the Folk Art Center.

Lathe-Mounted Vise

Meetings

In order to make room in my small shop for a wood lathe that I recently
purchased, I had to get rid of an extra workbench. While 1 didn't use
the bench all that much, I really missed the machinist's vise that was
mounted on it. But then it dawned on me that I could still use the
machinist's vise by simply
mounting it to the tailstock
end of the lathe, as shown
MOUNTING
in the drawing at right.
HAKOWARE

Make all of your flmctions free.
You will raise more money
through dues, donations, etc. i f
you make it free. Publish newsletters on line to save huge amounts
of money. All day Saturday meetings will allow more people to
come longer distances than night
meetings. Have drinks and light
refreshments available with a
"Donation Bowl". Have people
bring their own sack lunch.
Contract with top demonstrators.
Donations will pay for them if
they are top notch. CMW contracts
out at least one year in advance.
Why bigger?
In any organization, about 10% of
the people do all of the work, the
other 90% think that things are
just great. If you only have 20
members, there are only 2 of you
pulling the load. If you have 200
members, that is 20 people getting
the job done. Out of that pool of
200, there is a huge amount of talent.
John Hill
Johnrhi ll@charter. net

Not wanting to drill holes
in the lathe bed, I mounted
the vise to a plywood base
and then fastened the base
to the lathe with carriage
bolts, knobs, and a couple
of pressure blocks, see
drawings at right. An
alignment strip on the
underside of the base
assists in positioning the
vise on the lathe bed.

C A R R I A G E BOLT
..

ALIGNMENT
STRIP
BASE

3

C L A M P I N G BLOCK
(!k:"x 3 ' : V '4"-THICK
HARDWOOD)

-WASHER
KNOB

Most of the time, I can just leave the vise attached to my lathe. When I
need to use the full length of the lathe, it takes only a minute to loosen
the knobs and remove the vise.
Have a nice weekend,

!
BASE

Phillip Huber
f ;
Online Editor, ShopNotes "

Most turners run their lathes
too fast. If the shavings hitting (Submitted by Don
Thompson)
your hand feel hot, the RPM is
set too high and will only result
in a poor cut and premature
dulling of your tool edge.

C . N

A.
,
%

ALIGNMENT
STRIP

^rYY
\l j I

A

, 1
PRESSURE
I 1
BLOCK

h

- '

END VIEW

Digital Camera Answers!
I am not a digital camera expert but I get a lot of questions about cameras and mine in
particular. Here is a website I like to visit to get unbiased answers and see the results of
digital cameras that are tested.

http://www.steves-digicams.com/
Every camera has a more complete description than the company has on
their own website. He even has sample pictures from each camera he reviews...

The Tennessee Turner
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Calendar of Events
ARROWMONT
March 14-20
March 21-27
March 28-April 3
AprU 4-10

Lyle Jamieson
Ray Key
Ray Key
Mike Mahoney

WOODTURNING: START TO FINISH
WOODTURNING: ARTISTIC & FUNCTIONAL
STRIVING FOR THE ULTIMATE FORM
FINER POINTS OF WOODTURNING

J. Campbell Folk School
Jan 11-17
Woodtuming for Experienced Hirners •
Jan 18-24
Intermediate to Advanced Woodtuming •
Jan 25-31
Unlocking the Creative Spirit •
Feb 1-7
Hollow Turning to Texture «& Carve •
Feb 8-14
The Joy of Woodtuming •
Appalachian Center For Crafts
March 13 & 14
Bobby Clemmons

Mike Mahoney
Nick Cook
David Hout
Cliff Lounsbury
Jim Leonard

Turning Green Wood

As Seen On the Internet
ContpHled from posts on the rec.crafts.H>oodturning newsgroup by Ray Sandusky
Q. What is Chatoyance?
A "Chatoyance" and the word comes from the French for "Shining like a cat's eye." A pretty good description of the effect. Usually, it is present in darker woods, or in woods having greater variation and less uniformity in color Mulberry and Osage Orange are two good examples, but I've also seen it in Black Cherry,
Sycamore, and White Oak, all dependant on how smooth it is sanded and the kind of finish on it.
Q. What type of Bandsaw blade should I use for cutting bowl blanks and other tuming stock?
A While many brands of bansaw blades are good, they are not cheap. I have found an economical alternative. I use 3/8" 3TPI hook tooth "Furniture Band" blades from TuffTooth.com. The furniture band has wider
tooth set than regular blades and works great for green timber. I usually order a dozen blades at a time (105")
and the shipped price is usually $9-$ 11 USD each. The furniture thicloiess band as one that would resist
warping just a little more and represented excellent value..
Q. What makes a salad bowl a good Salad Bowl?
A "The Six S's (S-S-S-S-S-S) Of The Salad Bowl" We often wonder why some folks can sell many salad
bowls, while we can't; or why some of our bowls sell and others don't. Could it be that we have violated one
or more of the "6-S's of the salad bowl"?
"Shape" - looks and feels like a salad bowl should
"Solid" - no soft wood, no voids, no holes, no knots, no patches
"Smooth" - easily cleaned. No frills, no carving, no beads or grooves.
"Stable" - stays in place and not easily tipped over
"Sight" - a salad looks good in it, appealing and appetizing
"Smell" - a pleasant odor or none at all, doesn't smell like paint
People will always look at a salad bowl shape as having something in it. It doesn't matter how much it costs;
it must be useable. It doesn't matter that they will never use it; they could if they ever wanted to. I f it can't
pass these six (6) tests, it is "art"; and art in the shape of a salad bowl doesn't sell very well.

The Tennessee Turner
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The Tennessee Association of Woodturners is a local chapter of the
American Association of Woodturners. Our purpose is to provide
a meeting place for local turners to share ideas and techniques and
to educate the general public regarding the art of turning. The
TAW meets the first Tuesday of each month in Brentwood, TN and
periodically sponsors local exhibitions and demonstrations as well
as an annual symposium.

We meet the first
Tuesday of every month
at 7:00pm at the Harpeth
HiUs Church of Christ
Map to Monthly Meeting
Location

Tennessee Association of Woodturners
Board of Directors:
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary/Newsletter
Librarian
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Deryl Duer
Gary Martin
Bill Gray
Ray Sandusky
Gene Thomas
Fred Takacs
Dave Collier
Randy Trentham
John Lucas

Nashville
Franklm

Obi Hickrcy
Bivf,

1-65
Saah

We*

I lt.rpa).H;il.

Brentwood

Tennessee Association of
Woodturners
do Ray Sandusky
9307 Fal Court West
BrsntMDod. TN 37027

Affix
proper
postage
here

Place Label Here

